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THE PRESSURE AVAILABLE FOR GROUND COOLING IN FRONT 

OF THE COTLING OF AIR-COOLED AIRPLANE ENGINES 

By George m. Stickle and Upshur T. Joyner 

SUMMARY 

A study was made of the factors affecting the pressure 
available for gr'ound cooling in front of a cowling. MO6t 
of the results presented were obtained with a set-up -thaF 
was about one-third full scale.' A number of isolated---f-e%s 
on four full-scale airplanes were made to-determine the 
general applicability of the model results. The---full -scale 
tests indfcated t5at the model results may be applied qual- 
itatively to full-scale design and quantitatively as a 
first approximation of the front pressure available for- - 
ground coolfng. 

INTRODUCTIOB .-_.--.. ;= I$ 

The problem of, cooling an airplane engine on the 
ground consists in providing a pressure drop across the 
baffles to cool the rear of the cylinder and sufficient 
movement of the air in front of the engine to cool the 
front of the cylinder. The pressure drop across the baf- 
fles is the difference between the pressures in front of 
and beh%nd the engine. The rear pressure deponds on the 
design of the exit slot, which for ground operation is 

-- 

similar to that for flight conditions and is given in ref- 
erencos 1 and 2. The conditions affecting the pressure in 
the front of the cowling for ground operation are entirely - L 
different from those in flight because, on the ground-th - -- 

propeller effect is all fmportant and, in flight, the ma.it - 
effect is that of the fornard velocity of the airplane. * 
The purpose of the mork reported herein was to study the 
best nethods of utilizing the propeller to produce pres- 
sure in front of the corrlfng. --- 

The main part of the itives- 
tigation was conducted on a model set-up that mas about 
one-third full scale. 

, 
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After the modol tests mere completad, their genorsl 
applicability was dotermined by extending the ground- 
cooling tests to include moasuroments on four full-scale 
airplnnos. 

APPARATUS AND METHODS 

In the model-test set-up, a 254horoepomer electric 
motor was used to drive the propellers. Cowlings were 
mounted on the motor in proper relation to the-propeller 
location so that similarity to full-scale airplanes n-as 
obtained. The set-up is shown in -figure 1. T.h.e seven 
cowlings, the various disks, the spinner, and the deflec- 
tors are shotvn in figure 2. Tno adjustable-pitch propel- 
lers nere used; a 2-blade 48-inch-diameter propeller, 
designated propeller B (fig. 3); and a 3-blade 39-inch- 
diam'eter propeller, designated propeller C (fig. 1). It 
should be noted that propeller C has raund-blade shanks 
correspondfng to present-day ,practica an,d thatpropeller 
B has good airfoil sections near the propeller hub. 

The general arrangement of the set-up can be seen in 
figure 1. The cowlings and disks nere attached to the 
mounting tubo shorrn enclosing the propeller shaft, The 
baffle plate was made by punching l-inch holes in a sheet- 
metal disk. The conductivity of the baffle plate, corre- 
sponding to-the combined engine and cowling conductivity, 
nas varied by the use of corks in these holes. The 12$- 
inch round-edge disk is shown in place in front.of nose.2. 
The minimum free area between the conling &.d the disk is 
referred to a's "'the area of-the front opening." The ref- 
erence urea F, 'defined as the 'maximum cross-sectional 
area of the comling, has a-value based on a diameter of 
20 inches for the model tests. The other disks and noses 
were mounted in the'same manner as in the set-up shown in 
figure 1. . . 

x . 

. 

- 

. 

A study of Che"flox'conditions in.tde front of the 
cowling was made by the USQ of measurea-ents of pressure 
distribution, observations of smoke flor, and measurements 
of air flow rvith a hot-tvire anemometer. The pressure or- 
ifices were locatbd in the baffle plate along the radius 
of the conling. The observations of smoke flow i7ere made 
by introducing smoke in front of the propeller and obsarv- 
ing the flom ,li.nos and also by introducing smoke botmoon 
the baffle plate and the propeller and noting its behavior 

- 

I . 

. 
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Inside the cowling nose. Since the'.frOnt of the engine 
cylinder is cooled by the movement of air fnside the front 
of the cos?ling, any device that changes the movement of sir 
may nffoct the amount of cooling avaflable. The relative 
cooling of the front of the cylinder with varfous combina- 
tions of cowlings and disks m&s determined by measuring 
the heat dfssipated fron a hot mire located in front of- 
the baffle plate. The hot mire was maintained at constant 
temperature. 

The full-scale airplanes used to determfne tho genor- 
al.applicabflity of the model test were modern airplanes 
with canventional baffling and cowlings. Several propel; 
1erB mere used on some of the airplanes to determine the 
effect of good and bad blade sections near the proTeller 
hub-, The pressure 9n front of and behind the baffles for 

-..- 

. several propeller speeds was measured. 

The, results are presented in the form of coefficients -- 
that are, in effect, nondimensional. The pressures pf', 

'r' and Ap,' nhich refer to the pressures in front of the .*--. -1--r.-11 . 
baffles and Behind the baffles and the pressure drop 
across the baffles, respectively, are divided by naDa to 
make the coefffcients independent of propeller speed and 
scale, rvhero n is the number Of revolutions per sooond 
of the propeller and D is the propell.er diameter in feet. 
In order to make those coefficients strictly nondimension-i 
al, they should be divided by the mass density of the air 
but, for all practical purposes, the dansit? may 'DO as- 
sumed constant and left out of the coefficients. A point 
along,.a radius of the cowling is located by using the 
quantity x = d/D, nhoro d is tnico the distance from 
the point to the propeller axis. The radial pressure dfs- * trabution within a givon conling 1s presented as a plot 
of tke pressure coefficient, pf/naDa, against x. FPhen m-p 
the average prossure in front of the bnfflo plate is given 
as a function of the diameter of the front opening, the 
results are given as a plot of the integrated average 
pressure coefficient ngafnst x1 = d,/D, where d, is the 
aax~mun diameter of the front opening. 

Each arrangement-of. the, model set-up VRS tested f0: 
several engine conductivities. When the conduc-tivit-y K 

..- 

of the baffle plate is other than zero., that is, when air 
is floTring through the cowling, the area of $30 f-ront open- 
ing becomes a restriction to the flow and consequently 
lessens the pressure at the front of the baffle. In order .-. 
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to study effects of other variations of cowling arrang.e- 
*ments and to 'el'iminate the effect of air flow, the condi- 
tion for zero engine or baffle conductfvity ma3 used in 
describing the'main part of the model-test results. The 
results for conductivity other than zero mere used only to 
deecribe the effect of the area.of the .front opening, . 

RISULTS AND DISCUSSION .- _ 

The first consideration in regard to front prossuro 
is the manner in which the available presauro varies nith 
the propeller rad;Pus. 
1 (fig. 

In order to study this effect, noso 
2) was used and the pressure in each ring was de- 

termined. .Noses.3 and '7 were used with circular disks to 
extend the investigation to larger radii than those obtain- 

*able nith nose 1. Theresults of these tests are given 
for propoller B in figure 4(a) and for propeller C in 
Figure 4(b). The pressure coefficient reaches a maximum 
for the.2-blade propeller B at a smaller radius than for- 
the'3-blad 8 propeller C, and the values for the a-blade 
propeller reach a much higher value because of the increase 
in the propeller solidfty. These plots picture the advan- 
6ngs to be gained by increasing 'the diameter of tholnoso 
opening and also suggest the pdssibifity o?black$ng off 
the low-pressure area in ardor to obtain a uniform and a 
high pressure over the entire front of the aqine. ThQ 
affect of propeller.blade-angle setting on the pressure 
coefficient-is also given in figure 4. As would be expect- * 
ed, the-blade angle setting has little effect close to the 
propeller hub but the effect increases as the radius in- 
creases: 

The. smoke-!florr studiss showed that a very peculiar 
condition existed with propeller B get loo at 0.7512. in 
front of nose 2 for'zero conductivity.. The flew altor- 
nated betmoon a rotating flow and a pu.lsating flow,. or one 
in which the rotation stopped and the--only motion XV&S t-hat 
of a very turbulent movement of-the air in and out of the 
coEling nose. The period of tbc changes from r.otating to 
pulsating flow was very irregular.but raes of the order of 
3 seconds. At times, the smoko introduced betmoon the pro- 
peller and tho baffle plate would shoot straight fornard 
through the propoller disk to a dfstance almost equal to 
tho propeller radius, Figure 5 shoms the prassure distri- 
bution across the front for these two conditions of flon. 
mith the rotating floom, the pressure qvailablo for cooling 

- 

L 
.- 

. 
:- 
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was lessened at all radii and aas zero at X = 0.16. With 
pulsating flon, the pressure Tas constant ovQr the front 
and nas very much hfgher, showing the &sr%bility--0-f the 
pulsatfng flow. Then the conductivity of this set-up was 
increased, the instability Ln the f'lor-'disappeared and ro- . -.' 
tating flow was alnays present. If a single :Jlate was 
placed -perpendicular to the rotatfon betneen the baffle 
plate and the nose of the col-rling, homevQr;--Xi% florr could 
again be changed to the Dulsating type,'%osZXing gcnqrally 
in higher DrQsnures but very Door circuriforbntial di:strEu- 
tion of pressure. vith propeller C, the --flom inside the ; 

front of tho cowling nlnays had a high circunferent?.afT ve- 
locity in the. direction of the propeller ratation;.. Z'igure 
6 shows the radial pressure distribution fn three oTen- - : 
nose cowlings ITith Dropeller C. A c0nparii~Y-i of the 
pressure distribution with that gfven in figure 5 shows -;- ,.-. 
that rotating flom is present for ali three no7iFXxapes r 
and that the highest circumferential velocity is present -- 
for nose 7. i ----- 

Two types of deflectors, a spinner, and sovernl disks -. 
mere tested to determine the host mQthod of obtaining t5i.s 
high uniforn pressure over the entire front of the engine. 
The results of the tests are given.fn figure '7, in rrhfch 
the average Dressure coefficient over the front of %e en- ~ 
gine is plotted against tho value of 71 for the front- 
opening of thQ particular cowling. 

-- ----a_.. -. - 
Each test-gave ono 

pofnt in this figure. It is sc,on that; for smZL1 FronY? 
openings, the deflectors S0QZ.l to have SOrIle &dVC+tagQ- oVOr 
the flat disk but, for larger openings, the flat disk 
sooms to bo at laast as good as any deflectors--tried. 
Disks were therefore used as a means o‘f.nainfain~%g high 
static llressure in front of tho engine for the rest of 
the tests. 

-- - 

Since the propeller is acting as a low-prossuro blower, 
the distance of the cowling from the trnfl%ng-~?&i%-o~o 
propeller is important as a leakage area; its effect on='-- - --;-- .--- -- the pressure available is shovn in figurQ 8:. It IS seen 
that tho shortest distance betrroen tho propoller and the -. 

cowling is tho best. It should bo noticed in'figure 8 -- ---- --- 
that tiose distances are given fn inches. and ap$y7o the 
model set-up and must be increased in the sane~rdEZ aj 
the propeller diameter for application to the full-s&Ie- =.--_ 
set-up. - -I .--A. ._ ::.. 
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Figure 9 shorvs the offect af-the location of the disk 
within the noso of t3e conling. In figure 9(a), which is 
for h-inch cloaranco between cowling and propoller, the 
host location of the flat disk is oven with tho front li> 
of the cowling. If the disk is moved foryard, it doflocts 
the flon and docronsos the proasuro; and, if it is moved 
backward, fho circumforantial flow has a groator opgortu- 
nity to build up in front of the disk and thus decroaso 
tha pressure inside the comling.. The round-edge disk with 
the front part of the disk even nfth the noso is the bost 
for the &-inch clearance between the corvling and tho pro- 
peller, Figure 9(b) shows the same effect for the flat 
disk with a 2Hinch clearance between t-he cowling and pro- 
pellor. Again the Tosition eron nith the cowling nose is 
the best. Figure 9(c) shams the 2-inch conling clearsnco 
for the round-odge disk. Those tests indicate that t-he 
face of tho rounbedgo disk may be located farther for- 
ward than that of the flat---disk without any detrimental 
ef-feet, and a comparisos of figure 9(c) nit-h fi-gure 9(b) 
shorrs that the round-edge disk is slightly better than 
the flat disk. 

Figure 10 shons the effect-o-f disk diameter for noses 
2, 3, and 7. As Vould-be exgected, the larger the disk, 
the higher is the available prossure bec'ause the radius 
Of the effective oponing is increasing,'giving an effoct- 
similar to that in figures 4(a) and 4(b)! It can $9 seen 
from figure 10 that, with the lar.:ost disk, the radial 
prossuro distribution over t'le front of the engino is sin- 
ilar to the -pressure distribution for-pulsating flow, as 
shown in figure 5, and that it gradually changes to the 
type for rotating f-3om as the size of tile disk is reduced. 

.- 

.-/ . 

Yigure 11(a) sho8s the average front pressure as a 
function of.the ratio of the area of the front opening. A 
to the area of the dorvling cross section F for nose 2 
with' propeller ,C set 150 at 0.75R. The zero conductiv- 
ity shons that t?le smallest front area or the largest 
(l'&-inch) disk is tho best; v;ith 0.061 total conductivity, 
tho 17&inch disk res.trictcd tllo flow too much and loworod 
the nvnilablo tiressure. Vith a total conductivity ofO.111, 
the l'i'&inch and the 12&-inch disks restricted tho flow 
more than the increase due to.fhe chango in radius and the 
lo&-inch disk was the best. It should be noted that the 
round-edge disk'gives a lar.zer effective area than the 
flat-edge disk of the same d2nensions. This result indi- 
cates that a round-ed.ze disk 'is best bocatuso It ullorrs 
smaller openings for the. same front yrossuro loss and 
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gives a higher available pressure drop for coaling. Thi 8 
fact should be especially true vith larga cofiductfvTty 
vhon a large front opening mill be required.. 

Measurements of the cooling properties obtained t7ith 
hot-nire anenoneters indicate that the cooling on the 
front of t:le barrel. would be less mith a dfsk in place but 
that the head cooling would be somewhat improved oning 
to the directed stream of air fron tile front opening. 
This result indicates that the inproved pressure obtainable 
on the ground nith the disk will be realized as inprovod 
cooling on both the front and the back of the cylinder 
heads and nil1 give a large tncrease in cooling on the 
back of the barrel with some decrease in cooling on the 
front of the barrel. 

Flight tests on a full-scale airplane shoved that the 
cooling of the front of the cylinders was unchanged by 
the addition of a disk, which ahova that the advantage bf 
tho disk on the ground will not be offset by bad effects .____ __ . .--_ 
in flight. 

GRO-UXD TESTS 03 FULL-SCALE AIRPLANES 

The ground tests on four full-scale airplanes repro- 
sent isolated points of engine conductivity-,-front open- - 
fng, propol&er blade-angle set%fng and diaceter, and on.&.- 
case of the use of a flat disk in front of-the conlfng. 
The results of these tests are given in table 1 ahrX sh& 

- -- 

substantial agreement with the node1 results. The in- 
crease of average front-pressure coefficient due to the :; 
addition of the flat disk shows about the same order of 
net increase as obtained on tho model. The rridc variation - 
of the pressure drop available, from a coefficient of 
0.061 on airplane 2 nith a service propeller to 0.249 oh 
airplane 1 nith propeller B, is notonorthy. 

CO?ICLUDIEG REMARKS 

1. The available pressure in front of the cowling 
increased rapidly with propell.er radius up to 30 or 40 
percent of the propeller radius. The -co'rrling should 'bee 
located as close to the propeller as practdcable. 
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2;. Disks located in front of the nose of the cowling 
greatl.y bcreased the average pressure in front of the e'n- 
gine baffles. It is important. that the plane-of the disk ~ -.- 
be even with the nose of the cowling. A round-edgo disk 
was superior, to a straight flat disk. T,"le size of the 
disk should bo such that the area of the front oponing is 
optimurp for the total conductivity used. 

3. Tests on full-scale airplanes sIioned that the 
model tests nay be qualitatively applied to full-scale de- 
sfgn and quantit-atively applied as a first approxfnation 
of the available front pressure. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Conmittoo for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., October 4, 1938. 
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Air- 
plane 

1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 

Blade 
?ro- angle 
?el- set- 
ter ting 

(aed 

B 15 
S 17 
B 15 
S 13 
S 18 
B 15 
C 26.1 
S 23.6 
S 30.6 
S 13 
S 13 

- ! 1 t c 

1 

Jumber 
of 

Ilades 

3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 

. . 

TABLE I. Results of Ground Tests on Full-Scale Airplanes 

Pro- 
pel- 
ler 
diam- 
eter 
(ft.1 

10 
9 

10 
9 
9 

10 
10 
9.5 
9.5 
9-1/E 
9-l/6 

Pype x for 
of cowl- 

pro- ing 
pel- diam- 
ler eter 

I 'G 0.430 
R .478 
G .392 
B ,436 
R .436 
G .44 
R .44 

I 

R .46 
R .46 
R .508 
R ,508 

x1 for 
front 
open- 
ing 

0.325 
.360 
.2?0 
.300 
.300 
,325 
.325 
.340 
.340 
.3?0 
.370 

AIF 

Lpprox- 
mate 
:onduc- 
;ivity 

of 
engine 

Pfx103 

n2Ds 

-- 

p,x103 Apxla 

naD2 n2D2 

0.07 0.270 3.021 0.249 
.07 .208 .033 ,175 
.06 ,264 ,124 .140 
-06 .138 .077 .061 
.06 .119 ,051 .068 
.15 .160 .040 .120 
.I5 .064 -.007 .071 
.15 ,093 .0X3 .070 
.15 ,130 .o¶zi '.087 
.08 .241 ,096 .145 
.08 .290 .106 .184 

The propellers and types of propellers are designated as follows: 

S, service propeller. 

B and C, propeller similar to the B and C propellers tested on the model set-up. 

G, good blade sections near the hub. 

R, round propeller-blade shanks. 

Remarks 

Flaps open 
Flaps open 

With flat 
disk 
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r&ure l.- Model let-up with aore 2 and propeller C 
with l2-l/2 inch round edge disk. 

Pig& 3.- propeller B. 
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Nose 1 
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Nose 7 

Nose 2 Nose 3 Nose 4 Nose 5 Nose 6 

Adjustable 
blade 

z srjacei 
blades 

Deflector 1 Deflector 2 

Flat disk Round-edge disk 
Spinner 

Fime 2.- Layout of nose shapes, spirmr, dfdkz,and def1cctFjr-q used for the IIlc+l teztz. 
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A---- 

Rota.ting Iilow- 

Figure 5.- Effect of flow conditions on the 
radial pressure listrib-ltion inette 

the nose of the cowlina. Nose 2; propeller B; 
blade angle loo at 0.15 R, K=O. 
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_--. : -- _-- 
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Figure 6.- Effect of flow con-iitions 011 the raiial 
pressure Ustribution inside the nose 

of the corvling. Propeller C; blaZe anzle 15O at 
0.75 B, K=o. 
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. . 

0 .l .2 .3 .4 .5 
Xl = al/D 

Figure 7.- Comparison of the effect of deflectors, flat disks acd 
. spinners on the average front pressure. Propeller C. 

blade angle 150 at 0.75 R, I( = 0. 
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Figure 8.- Radial pressure distribation across the cowling 
as affected by the distance between the propeller 
and the cowlix~g nose. Propeller C, blade angle 150 
at 0.75 R, IL = 0. 
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